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The physicists of SLAC-Yale[l] and EMC[2] experiments expressed their deep
doubt concerning our understanding of the spin structure of nucleons. These results
were confirmed later by SMC[3] and SLAC-E143[4]. The quark hehcity contributions
to the net heh'city of the proton are small, their orbital angular momentum and
gluon contributions remain rather vague. A possible way to obtain information
on the gluon contribution to the proton hehcity is the study of J/ip in lepto- and
hadro-production. The opportunity to register two charged leptons makes easier
to observe the J/tp signal in the experiments. However, the theoretical analysis of
the inclusive J/\p production in hadronic collisions is complicated due to several
subprocesses involved[5]. Recently it has been stressed that in the QCD leading
order approximation, the J/rp+f final state in process:

p + p-+J/1>+T + X, (1)

where the high PT of the J/rp is balanced by the photon, can be produced via
<79-fusion[6]:

g + g-tJ/rp + y (2)

This mechanism has been proposed[7] to study the polarized gluon distribution in
the polarized pp-colhsions.

The differential cross section of process (1) is given by:

jfxp + y + X) ~ I dxi dx2 g(xi)g(x2) do{gg -* J/tp 4- 7), (3)

where x\ and x2 are momentum fractions of the protons carried by the interacting
gluons, g(z) is the gluon distribution function and da - the cross section of subpro-
cess (2). In the colour singlet model[8] where J/xp is considered as a nonrelativistic
c c-bound state, the cross section is presented with expression [6]:

aa^mf |g(0)|a / *
dt

\~ —fi \ ~ —f1

(4)

tf (5 -

where m^ is the mass of J/ip, a and a,- the QED and QCD coupling constants,
respectively, a, i and u are the usual Mandelstam variables of subprocess (2). The
J/rp radial wave function R(0) is determined from the measured leptonk width using

, c+e~) « ^ | A(0)|3 s 4.7 iTeV.

The measured quantity containing the information on the spin-dependent gluon
structure function is the asymmetry:

ALL =



Here dc++(da+~) is the differential cross section of pp-interaction when the protons
have the same(opposite) spins. The value of ALL can be calculated in the parton
model:

ALL da^ J dx1 dx2 aLL a A g(xltQ
2) Ag(x2y Q2),

where Ag(x,Q2) ~ g+(x,Q2) - g~(x,Q2) and g^~\x,Q2) are distributions for
gluone with the aarae(oppoeite) heh'city as that of the proton, an is the subprocess
asymmetry. Using the known helicity amplitudes[7,9] of subprocess (2), the following
expression cans be obtained for CLLL'-

s2{s - ml)2 - t2 jf - ml)2 ~n2 (& - m2)
aLL ~ F(S - m\¥ + i2 (i -m%¥ + u2 (u ~ m2 )2.

The momentum fractions of the protons carried by the gluons can be expressed us-
ing the J/xp and photon rapidities - y\ and y2 :

where X? ~ 2Pr/^/s, Zy ~ i/i?n -f 4r, r — frv^/s^ y/s is the proton-proton center of
mass energy,

The investigation of spin structure of the matter is one of the main goads of
the experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion CoUider (RHIC) which is under con-
struction in Brookhaven at present. This machine could be ako used as a polarized
pp-collider. The spin-spin obscrvables at RHIC will be investigated in a wide range
of the proton-proton center of mass energy — 50 — 500 GeV. The proposed STAR
detector[lO] will provide registration of the photons and electrons in the rapidity
range |y'l7j < 2. Further we will require P? ~ P? = P? to be greater than 1 GeV.
T'iie fraction of such pp ~* J/xp^y X events satisfying the restriction |i/e '7| < 2 is 95%
and 87% at y/s ~ 50 and 500 GeV, respectively. We perform the analysis of the cross
section and asymmetry for process (1) at energies between 50 and 500 GeV using
different parametrizations for the polarized gluon distribution functions. We use the
one loop expression for a,, Nf ™ 4, AQCD ~ 200 MeV and take Q2 ™ rn^ + P%.

Fig. 1 shows the Jf\p -f- 7 production cross section, da/dP?, a« a function of PT
a* y/s = 50 and 500 GeV. The colour singlet model prediction for hard subprocess
cross section (4) was used. It was required that the electron and positron from J/xp
decay and photon rapidities, ly''7!, should be < 2. We have used the unpolarised
ghior. distribution EHLQ[ll], Set 2. The experimental data could have been used
f,«-> examine the colour singlet model prediction for dcr/dP?.

The estimation has shown that during 6 months running time at enhanced RHIC
pp-luminosity for 50 GeV, 2 * 1031 cm~2 3ec~1[12], it is possible to record 3045 pp —*•
J/ip{-+ e+e~)^X events in the region PT > 1 GeV, \ye>^\ < 2. The statistical
&< rvr&r.y which can be achieved in the gluon distribution function, w shown in
I1 ip 2, where / xg(x)dx ™ 0.5. In the normalisation procedure the gluon distribution
iur."tioc lias bepn approximated as constant into the region of x < 0.08, where the
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Fig. 1 Differential cross section da/dPr as * function of PT for process
pp -* J/rfi-yX at |ye-7| < 2, >/F = 50 and 500 GeV.
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Fig.2 Normalized gluon distribution, xg(x,Q2), (only statistical errors
are shown) together with the J/xp data from EMC[13] and NMC[14].
The curve presents the fitted parametrization of the simulated data.



pp •—> J/rpfX event8 at 50 GeV are suppressed. The solid curve in Fig.2 is the
fitting result of the simulated data, xg(x)Q

2) « (1. + r?)(l. - x ) ' ' (the a: < 0.08 region
is excluded from the fit). From these events parameter 77. which defines the shape
of the gluon distribution can be estimated with the accuracy of 3%. The EMC[13]
and NMC[14] measured data are also shown in Fig.2 for comparison. Parameter r\ in
EMC experiment was determined with 26% of the statistical error, in NMC - 17%.

The magnitude and sign of the gluon and sea quark polarizations can be deter-
mined in the experiments at RHIC. Figs.3a and 3b show our estimations for the
asymmetry versus Pp at 1/3 = 50 and 500 GeV, respectively:

-
1>LL ~

d(J++ldPT ~ dc+-/dPT

da+-/dPT

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the asymmetry to the gluon polarization, we
have used two different par&metrizations from Bourrely, GuiHet and Chiappetta[15]:
first - a relatively large polarized gluon distribution together with small polarized
sea (BGC-l) and second - a moderately large polarized gluon and moderately large
polarized sea(BGC~2); and the most recent parametrization from Brodsky, Burkardt
and Schmidt[16] - (BBS). For unpolarized gluon distribution in the case of BGC we
use the EHLQ-2 parametrization. The BGC-l, BGC-2 and BBS paxametrizations
lead to As — —0.05, —0.12 and —0.10, respectively. It is necessary to mention
that the EMC res\ilt[2] gives a relation involving As and Ag\ As — (a,/2-rr)Ag —
-0.22=F0.07[15].

Fig.4 shows the estimations for the asymmetry:

A3.lL
da++/dPTdyidy2 - da+

do++/dPTdyldy2 /dPTdyxdy2 yi=v»=o

at yi ~ y2 ~ 0; in this symmetric point x\ — x2 and the asymmetry is proportional
to ((Ag(x,Q2)/g(x,Q2))2. At Js~ = 500 GeV the parametrization BBS gives the
values of AitLL and -̂ 3,1,1. less than 0.01.

The table presents the estimations of measured asymmetries (Am ~ ^ > ^ ) ^ ^
uncertainties (6 A ~ {\ I P^){\ I N°J){\ - {P^Af)Oh) in the interval of PT 1-4 GeV at
v/a — 50 GeV where the asymmetry is maximal. The enhanced RHIC pp-luminosity
at this energy, 2.0* \031cm~23ec~\ is used. We take BR(J/ip -*• e+e~) = 0.069 and
beam polarization equal to P^ = 0,7. A one-year run of collider at 100% efficiency
is suppoused. Although beyond P-? — 4 GeV the asymmetry is increased (for BGC-
2), the number of such events at y/a — 50 GeV is small (see Fig. 1). The relations
between 8A and A are close to the data in the table up to v ^ = 200 GeV.

PT(GeV)

^ L ( B G C - I )

AZLL(BGC-2)
6A

1-1.5
3660
0.084
0.017
0.033

1.5-2
1490
0.113
0.026
0.052

2-4
920

0.166
0.052
0.066

1-4
6070
0.142
0.043
0.026
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Fig.3 Asymmetry A\tn as a function of PT at T/S ~ 50 GeV (a) and
y/s = 500 GeV (b) for different gluon polarization: BGC[15]
and BBS[16] (see the text).
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From the table we can conclude that already one year of running is enough to distin-
guish the mentioned parametrization of the polarized gluon distribution at y/s — 50
GeV. To clarify the situation at y/s = 500 GeV it is necessary to increase the time of
data taking. In PHENIX detector the events with J/ip —*• /i+/i~ could be also used
for such analysis.

Finally, let us stress that the associated J/rp + 7 measured by STAR detector
at RICH with polarized proton beams, can be used to get information on the gluon
contribution to the proton helicity. Though J/xp 4- 7 production has a much smaller
cross section, this experiment will provide good precision measurements of the gluon
distribution function. From this experiment the colour singlet model predictions
can be also checked, and the differential cross sections as well as their asymmetries
caused by gluon polarization, could be investigated.

I am very grateful to prof. I.A.Savin for very important comments. I would also
tike to thank Chubakova S.V. for help in translating this paper.
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Production of the Associated У/\|/ + у with High Transverse
Momentum in Polarized Proton-Proton Collisions
at VI = 50 500 GeV

The paper considers a possibility to investigate She associated production of
J/\|/ +Y with high transyerse momentum in polarized /^-interactions at Relativistit-
Heavy Ion Collider energies. The differential cross sections and their asymmetries
are evaluted. The accuracy which can be achieved in the giuon distribution function
measurement, is discussed.

J1NR.

The investigation has been performed at the. Laboratory of Particle Physics,
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Ассоциативное J/\$ -f у рождение с большими поперечными
импульсами в поляризованных протон-протонных
взаимодействиях при \'А" = 50 500 ГэВ

В работе рассмотрена возможность исследования ассоциативною J/y + y
рождения с большими поперечными импульсами на ускорителе релятивистских
тяжелых ионов (RHIC, БНЛ США) с использованием установки STAR.
Вычислены дифференциальное сечение и асимметрии для процесса
рр -* J/yyX. Обсуждаются точности, которые могут быть достигнуты при
измерении функции распределения глюонов.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории сверхвысоких энергий ОИЯИ.
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